Winter 2017-18
Class Schedule
Includes Tween and Teen Winter Camps
To Search this file by any key word simply use Ctrl F
To view class samples, visit the “Classes” section of our website

Contact Info for the Education Department
240-283-8301 or 240-283-8302
Brenda is at bhowell@gstreetfabrics.com and Michele is at mharper@gstreetfabrics.com

BEGINNINGS
BEGINNING SEWING I
This class, for total beginners, teaches basic
sewing techniques and terms. Students will make
two projects to prepare them for more advanced
classes.
SUPPLY LIST. 4, 3, 6 sessions. $169
RK

A21143 11/6-12/11

M

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Antoinette Lee

RK

A21096 11/7-11/21

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21097 11/14-11/28

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21023 11/21-12/12

TU

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21142 11/27-12/11

M

10:30 am-2:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

RK

A21027 11/28-11/30

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21095 11/28-12/12

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21000 12/4-1/8

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Helen De Roo

(n/c 12/25)
(n/c 01/01)
RK

A21418 1/3-1/5

W-F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21144 1/8-1/29

M

10:30 am-2:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

M

10:30 am-12:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

M

12:30 pm-2:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

(n/c 01/15)
RK

A21145 1/8-2/26
(n/c 01/15)
(n/c 02/19)

RK

A21146 1/8-2/26
(n/c 01/15)

(n/c 02/19)
RK

A21149 1/8-2/26

M

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Antoinette Lee

(n/c 01/15)
(n/c 02/19)
RK

A21420 1/8-1/29

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21377 1/9-1/23

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21421 1/9-1/11

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21381 1/23-2/6

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21150 2/5-2/26

M

10:30 am-2:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

(n/c 02/19)
RK

A21320 2/8-3/1

TH

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21151 2/12-3/19

M

10:00 am-2:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

RK

A21378 2/13-2/27

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21383 2/20-3/6

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21332 3/5-3/26

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Charlotte Goodman Hansen

RK

A21379 3/6-3/20

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21437 3/7-4/4

W

4:00 pm-7:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

(n/c 03/28)
RK

A21281 4/9-4/30

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Helen De Roo

RK

A21380 4/10-4/24

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21386 4/24-5/8

TU

10:15 am-2:15 pm

Raia Kaouk

BEGINNING SEWING I - EXPRESS
The time-conscious novice will make two projects
that incorporate the basic skills needed to go
on to more advanced sewing classes.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK

A20979 11/12-11/19

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21283 1/7-1/14

SU

11:45 am-5:45 pm

Helen De Roo

RK

A21323 1/14-1/21

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21426 1/21-1/28

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21441 2/4-2/11

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21444 3/11-3/18

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21291 4/7-4/14

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

Helen De Roo

BEGINNING SEWING II
Now that you have learned the basics of sewing,
continue the adventure while learning more
advanced techniques. Construct a skirt
with fitted waistband, darts and a zipper.
Prerequisite: Sewing I or basic sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 3, 4, 6 sessions. $169
RK

A21025 11/6-11/10

M-F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21104 11/7-11/21

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21105 11/28-12/12

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21028 12/5-12/7

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21167 12/7-12/28

TH

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21176 1/8-2/26

M

10:30 am-12:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

(n/c 01/15)
(n/c 02/19)
RK

A21419 1/8-1/22

M

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21422 1/12-1/26

F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21423 1/15-1/19

M-F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21387 1/23-2/6

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21279 1/29-2/19

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Helen De Roo

RK

A21424 1/30-2/1

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21428 2/5-2/26

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21388 2/6-2/20

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21389 2/20-3/6

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21433 3/5-3/26

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21390 3/6-3/20

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21435 3/6-4/3

TU

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

TH

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

(n/c 03/27)
RK

A21321 3/8-4/5
(n/c 03/29)

RK

A21438 4/9-4/30

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21391 4/10-4/24

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21392 4/12-5/17

TH

10:15 am-12:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

BEGINNING SEWING II - EXPRESS
The time-conscious sewer will learn during two
sessions to construct a skirt with a fitted
waistband, darts and a zipper. Beginning Sewing I
or basic sewing skills recommended.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK

A21425 1/7-1/14

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21286 2/3-2/10

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

Helen De Roo

RK

A21325 2/4-2/11

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21442 2/18-2/25

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21292 4/22-4/29

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Helen De Roo

RK

A21447 4/29-5/6

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

BEGINNING SEWING III
Welcome to the new and improved Beg Sewing III
we have updated the projects. You can choose from
the Faux Leather back pack, the over the body bag
with matching pouch or the the new and update tote
with matching smaller purses. Please stop by the
Education Department to see the wonderful samples
that are displayed for the new projects.
SUPPLY LIST. 4, 3, 6 sessions. $169

RK

A21111 11/7-11/21

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21026 11/13-11/17

M--F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21112 11/21-12/5

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21029 12/11-12/15

M-F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21147 1/8-2/26

M

2:30 pm-4:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

(n/c 01/15)
(n/c 02/19)
RK

A21393 1/9-1/23

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21319 1/11-2/1

TH

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21394 1/23-2/6

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21429 2/2-2/16

F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21395 3/13-4/3

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

(n/c 03/27)
RK

A21322 4/12-5/3

TH

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21396 4/17-5/1

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

BEGINNING SEWING III - EXPRESS
Welcome to the new and improved Beg Sew III
we have updated the projects. You can choose from
the Faux Leather back pack, the over the body bag
with matching pouch or the the new and update tote
with matching smaller purses. Please stop by the
Education Department to see the wonderful samples
that are displayed for the new projects.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK

A21289 3/10-3/17

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

Helen De Roo

RK

A21446 4/15-4/22

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

Mercine Bovery

SEWPHISTICATES - LITE Nora Elias
A little taste of regular Sewphisticates. Make
whatever you want, in a shortened time format.
Intermediate sewing skills necessary.
1 session. $89
RK

A21324 1/28

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

A PAJAMA TOP FOR BEGINNERS Helen De Roo NEW
This class shows how to use a commercial pattern
to make pajama tops. Choose from a list of
instructor suggested patterns or contact
instructor for other patterns.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21006 12/16

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21290 3/4

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

BASIC DRESS FOR BEGINNERS Mercine Bovery NEW
This class teaches how to construct a simple
styled dress. Choose from a list of instructor
suggested patterns. Prerequisite: Beg. Sewing I,
II and III or comparable sewing knowledge.

SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21032 11/19

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

RK

A21443 3/4

SU

11:15 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21445 4/8

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

BEGINNING SEWING IV Antoinette Lee NEW
Now that you have completed sewing I thru 3
construct a dress of your choice with the
teacher's approval so you can learn how to
apply a back invisible zipper and facings or
alternate collar. Get approval on first day of
class to be ready to cut out the dress during
the first class.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $169
INTERMEDIATE SEWING Helen De Roo NEW
If you have completed at least two of our basic
sewing classes and want to move on to a
garment of your own choosing. With instructor
guidance, learn new techniques, try a variation
on a favorite pattern or continue to develop
previously learned skills. Bring all supplies to
the first class
4 sessions. $169
RK

A21280 3/5-3/26

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

LEARN TO SEW CLASS #1 Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Class #1: learn to thread the sewing machine,
basic sewing techniques, and make a simple
Hot Dog pillow case
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK

A21336 1/20

SA

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

RK

A21333 4/16

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

LEARN TO SEW CLASS #3 Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Class#3: Learn to insert a zipper and add
embellishments (ribbon, rick rack,or trim)
while making a zipper pouch from your left
over Jelly Roll Strips from class 2. The Zippy
Strippy pouch fit nicely in your Tote bag made
in class 2.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $69
RK

A21080 11/18

SA

2:00 pm-6:00 pm

LEARN TO SEW CLASS#2 Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
If you have wanted to learn to read a pattern, sew
a simple project, or just need a little confidence
then this class is for you. In this series we
will explore and learn to use a sewing machine
to make three (3) simple projects. Each class
is designed to increase your sewing skills.

Class#2: Learn to read a pattern, top and edge
stitching, sew a binding all while making the
Perfect Tote Bag from Jelly Roll Strips.
Full day of sewing fun, Please bring your lunch
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $99
RK

A21076 12/9

SA

10:00 am-6:00 pm

RK

A21339 3/10

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21334 4/23-4/30

M

4:45 pm-8:45 pm

LEARN TO SEW IN (3) EASY STEPS Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
If you have wanted to learn to read a pattern, sew
a simple project, or just need a little confidence
then this class is for you. In this series we
will explore and learn to use a sewing machine
to make three (3) simple projects. Each class
is designed to increase your sewing skills.
Class #1: learn to thread the sewing machine,
basic sewing techniques, and make a simple
Hot Dog pillow case
Class#2: Learn to read a pattern, top and edge
stitching, sew a binding all while making the
Perfect Tote Bag from Jelly Roll Strips.
Full day of sewing fun, Please bring your lunch
Class#3: Learn to insert a zipper and add
embellishments (ribbon, rick rack,or trim)
while making a zipper pouch from your left
over Jelly Roll Strips from class 2. The Zippy
Strippy pouch fits nicely in your Tote bag made
in class 2.
Take one (1) class or all three (3)
If you have wanted to learn to read a pattern, sew
a simple project, or just need a little confidence
then this class is for you. In this series we will
will explore and learn to use a sewing machine
to make three (3) simple projects. each class
is designed to increase your sewing skills.
Class #1: learn to thread the sewing machine,
basic sewing techniques, and make a simple
Hot Dog pillow case
SUPPLY LIST. 4 sessions. $179
RK

A21330 1/8-1/29

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

OPEN STUDIO
OPEN STUDIO PLUS HELP WITH ANY UNFINISHED SEWING
This Open Studio is for Beginner students. After
you have taken the basic sewing classes and you
would like assistance from the instructor with a
new project and/or a project you started but
need help finishing. This class is the perfect fit

Please choose a project according to your skills.
Prerequisites: Beginning Sewing levels I, II and
III. If your project is working with knit fabrics
then you must have taken Sewing With Knits I
also. Bring basic sewing supplies and notions
needed to complete your project.
3 sessions. $169
RK

A21402 1/16-1/30

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21403 2/6-2/20

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21427 2/9-2/23

F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21436 3/7-3/21

W

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21440 4/13-4/27

F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

SEWPHISTICATES - OPEN SEWING
This Open Sewing time is for
Intermediate and Advanced students.
Get professional help with any apparel project;
whether starting a new project or finishing
up something that is already under construction.
You must be able to work on your
own when the instructor is helping other students.
Prerequisite: must have taken beginning sewing
I, II, and III.
6, 4, 3 sessions. $169
RK

A20908 11/8-12/20

W

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

M

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

(n/c 11/22)
RK

A20887 11/20-1/8
(n/c 12/25)
(n/c 01/01)

RK

A20891 11/28-1/2

TU

6:45 am-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21115 11/28-12/12

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A20903 11/29-12/20

W

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A20896 12/6-1/3

W

10:30 am-1:30 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21116 12/7-1/4

TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

TH

1:30 pm-4:30 pm

(n/c 12/27)

(n/c 12/21)
(n/c 12/28)
RK

A21173 12/7-1/4
(n/c 12/28)

RK

A21305 1/9-2/13

TU

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21397 1/9-1/23

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21308 1/10-1/31

W

10:30 am-1:30 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21312 1/10-1/31

W

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21316 1/10-2/14

W

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21302 1/22-2/26

M

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21415 1/25-2/15

TH

1:30 am-4:30 pm

RK

A21398 1/30-2/13

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21309 2/7-2/28

W

10:30 am-1:30 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21313 2/7-2/28

W

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21399 2/13-2/27

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21306 2/20-3/27

TU

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21317 2/21-3/28

W

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21432 3/2-3/16

F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21303 3/5-4/16

M

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

(n/c 04/02)
RK

A21434 3/6-3/20

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21310 3/7-4/4

W

10:30 am-1:30 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21314 3/7-4/4

W

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

Nora Elias

TH

1:30 pm-4:30 pm

TH

10:15 am-12:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

(n/c 03/28)

(n/c 03/28)
RK

A21416 3/8-4/5
(n/c 03/29)

RK

A21401 3/22-5/3
(n/c 03/29)

RK

A21307 4/3-5/8

TU

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21400 4/3-4/17

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Raia Kaouk

RK

A21318 4/4-5/9

W

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21439 4/6-4/20

F

10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

RK

A21311 4/11-5/2

W

10:30 am-1:30 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21315 4/11-5/2

W

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21304 4/23-5/28

M

6:45 pm-8:45 pm

Nora Elias

RK

A21417 4/26-5/17

TH

1:30 pm-4:30 pm

OPEN STUDIO PLUS EXTENDED HELP WITH QUILTS Nancy Feve
Do you have an unfinished quilt that
you need help to complete? Bring an
unfinished quilt, drafting challenge or an
idea for a new quilt and let an expert teacher
help you find solutions.
1 session. $89
RK

A21043 11/17

F

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21044 12/15

F

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21359 1/12

F

10:30 am-5:00 am

RK

A21360 1/26

F

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21364 2/9

F

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21365 2/23

F

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21351 2/24

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21366 3/9

F

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21367 3/23

F

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21368 4/6

F

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21369 4/20

F

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21356 4/29

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

EXCLUSIVELY YOURS Nora Elias NEW
This class is set up for the intermediate
to advanced level sewer. Please bring
your most difficult to challenging projects
to class and get professional help to complete
your projects. This class is limited to four (4)
students per session
2 sessions. $169
RK

A20981 12/10-12/17

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

RK

A21327 3/4-3/11

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

RK

A21329 4/22-4/29

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
MENDING BY HAND Charlotte Goodman Hansen
Would you like to learn how to shorten your
own pants or skirt? Sew on a button, snap
or hook & eye? Repair a ripped seam?
Take this lecture and hands-on class to
learn the basics of mending by hand. You
will also learn the whip, catch, basting and
sliphem stitches. Mending samples
will be made in class.
SUPPLY LIST. Kit Fee $5. 1 session. $59
RK

A21079 11/18

SA

10:30 am-1:30 pm

FEARLESS ZIPPERS Mercine Bovery
Create your own zipper samplers, using
insiders' tricks for centered, lapped,
fly-front zippers as well as
the "infamous" invisible zipper.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $69
RK

A21033 12/3

SU

11:15 am-2:15 pm

PERFECT SEAMS AND SEAM FINISHES EVERY TIME Mercine Bovery
In this class, you will make samples of great seam
finishes that you can use as a reference for
future projects. Learn how to choose the best
finish for your fabric and the most appropriate
sewing equipment so that your sewing projects will
have a professional look inside and out. You will
make samples of double-stitched, enclosed and
bound seams and learn about useful presser
feet that make many tasks easier. Bring basic
sewing supplies including all-purpose thread, a
notebook and scraps of fabric for your samples.
READ CLASS DESCRIPTION FOR SUPPLY LIST
kit fee must be paid to instructor on day of class
cash only!

Kit Fee $12. 1 session. $69
RK

A21034 12/3

SU

2:45 pm-5:45 pm

PERFECT PLAID! Nora Elias
Plaid is the style you see
everywhere this season! Remove the
difficulty when working with this wonderful
design element. Learn to cut a simple
skirt pattern to
a whole jacket that is
a true perfect match. Learn to change the sleeve
to accommodate the cut and a perfect match.
Learn how to turn the elements around
to make the plaid lines match. Students must be
able to understand flat pattern design.
1 session. $89
RK

A21326 2/25

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

CREATE YOUR PERFECT BIAS SKIRT Nora Elias
Learn all about the bias cut; how to use
it and how to work with a skirt pattern cut
on the bias. See the difference between
3 basic style bias cut skirts. Students learn how
to cut a bias skirt
with or without using a pattern. You can
bring a pattern to class for individual
consultation with Nora. Also, learn the
correct way to finish these skirts.
For intermediate sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A20980 12/3

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

RK

A21328 4/8

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

HAND SEWING SKILL Raia Kaouk NEW
In this class you will be able to learn how to
do all of your hand sewing alterations! We will
practice basic hemming stitches that will include
hand serger, basting and a slip stitch for
invisible seams. Sew on a button, snap and
hook and eye
1 session. $59
RK

A21124 12/12

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21404 1/30

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21405 3/6

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

PANTS FITTING MISTAKES Sally McCann NEW
The purpose of this class is to determine and
understand your custom fitting alterations.
We all have sewn pants that don't fit quite right,
but are not sure how to fit them correctly. This
class will start by fitting a pair of pants that
you already sewn together (in any fabric)
Next determining the alterations needed
for those pants. Continuing to make the custom

alterations to the pattern. Last, sewing a sample
pant (in muslin or other fabric) to fit check the
alterations. A finished pant will not be sewn in
this class
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK

A21376 3/10-3/17

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

PATTERN MAKING I Raia Kaouk NEW
Under The French method of ESMOD school, Raia
will be teaching how to draft a skirt pattern.
You will learn to take measurements, and start to
draft a pattern on paper using drafting tools to
cut out a muslin skirt according to the draft.
you will also do fitting and alter the skirt slope
We will also practice drafting a waist band and
yoke.
6 sessions. $169
RK

A21413 1/25-3/1

TH

10:00 am-12:00 pm

PATTERN MAKING 2 Raia Kaouk NEW
Under the French method of ESMOD school, Raia
will teach you how to draft a bodice pattern.
We will learn how to take measurements, and
start to draft a pattern on paper using drafting
tools then you will cut a muslin bodice according
to the draft, learn fitting and alter the body
sloper. We will also practice princess seams.
6 sessions. $169
RK

A21414 3/8-4/19

TH

10:00 am-12:00 pm

(n/c 03/29)
ZIPPERS YAIII ZIPPERS Raia Kaouk NEW
Do you find yourself always avoiding zippers?
Well you don't have to anymore! Come and join us
to learn about different zippers and how they are
used. Practice installing regular, centered and
lapped zippers. Plus learn an easy technique for
invisible zippers that you can use on different
types of fabrics.
1 session. $59
RK

A21121 12/5

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21406 1/16

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21407 3/13

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

PATTERNMAKING AND DESIGN
PATTERNMAKING BASIC PRINCIPLES Sally McCann
Learn the basics of pattermaking and how to
manipulate the flat pattern to create new designs.
Prerequisite: basic sewing knowledge.

SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK

A21374 1/20-1/27

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

PATTERN GRADING Sally McCann
Grading! What is it? It is a technique that
allows you to increase or decrease the size
and shape of a pattern. You will learn by
demonstration and participation how to slide
and shift a size 10 misses dress and pant pattern
to create a larger/smaller size. Knowledge of
sewing or patternmaking helpful.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21375 2/18

SU

11:30 am-5:30 pm

THE PRINCIPLES OF FASHION DESIGN : THE FLAT DRAWING Raia Kaouk NEW
Create a Collection!
You will be able to draw
designs you have only imagined!
In this class, you are going to learn the
skills and techniques required to draw
your garment design accurately with every detail
shown. Also you will learn the techniques to
create a whole collection including choosing
colors and fabrics.
SUPPLY LIST. 2, 3 sessions. $89
RK

A21129 12/7-12/14

TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21408 1/4-1/18

TH

10:00 am-12:00 pm

RK

A21409 2/27-3/6

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

THE PRINCIPLES OF FASHION DESIGN : DRAW A FIGURE Raia Kaouk NEW
You will learn the techniques to draw a
figure with all the
details including the hair and face. Also,
you will learn to dress your figure with your own
designed garment. The techniques include drawing
and painting with various media such as color
markers, crayons and water based pastel. This
class will enhance your art skills and let you
explore new horizons in the field of fashion !
SUPPLY LIST. 2, 3 sessions. $89
RK

A21131 12/7-12/14

TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21410 1/4-1/18

TH

10:00 am-12:00 pm

RK

A21411 2/27-3/6

TU

10:00 am-2:00 pm

DRAPING THE COUTURE-BODICE Raia Kaouk NEW
A simple technique for your fashion design. From
the method of ESMOD, the French design school,
Raia will teach you simple techniques for creating
your own designed clothes by draping your fabric
around the dress form. You don't need to use
flat pattern or sloper.
1 session
1 session. $59

RK

A21134 11/30

TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm

DRAPING THE COUTURE-SKIRT SEMINAR Raia Kaouk NEW
A simple technique for your fashion design. From
the method of ESMOD, the French design school,
Raia will teach you simple techniques for creating
your own designed clothes by draping your fabric
around the dress form. You don't need to use
flat pattern or sloper.
1 session
1 session. $59
RK

A21133 11/16

TH

10:00 am-2:00 pm

THE FITTING CONSULTANT ONE DAY Sally McCann NEW
You know you have a fitting issue but not sure
how to solve it? Sally McCann, "The Fitting
Consultant" is available to help! For one day
only, twelve 1/2 hour appointments with Sally
will be available to address your fitting problems
The only requirement is to bring or wear a garment
with a fitting problem along with a pattern. All
other pattern alteration supplies needed will be
provided. By appointment only. Sally McCann
is also available for series or multiple
consultations. This class is for one or more
students
1 session. $89
RK

A21162 11/18

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

THE PRINCIPLES OF FASHION DESIGN: ADVANCED Raia Kaouk NEW
In this class you will study the Fashion design
technique from A to Z including: Flat drawing and
create a collection: you will learn the skills and
techniques required to draw your garment design
accurately with every detail shown.
- Fashion Design illustration and silhouette: the
techniques to draw a figure with all the details
including the hair and face, also you will learn
to dress your figure with your own designed
garment. The techniques include drawing and
painting with various media such as color
markers and color pencils.
Also this class will give you a basic knowledge
in fabrics and materials.
Prerequisite: you must have taken Flat drawing
and Figure drawing classes first!
6 sessions. $169
RK

A21412 1/4-2/8

TH

10:00 am-12:00 pm

ACCESSORIES
FABULOUS RUCHED POOFFIE TOTE Mercine Bovery NEW
Create this beautiful tote that is

inspired by Victorian details yet looks
thoroughly modern and carry your "stuff"
with style. The ruched shape makes it perky, the
beaded fringe trim around the top edge makes it
elegant and playful and the inside pockets make it
completely useful.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21035 12/17

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

GIFT IDEAS NEW Sharon Tindall
This class was created to give you gift ideas for
the Holiday Season or anytime you wish to give
an elegant gift. In this three (3) hour class you
will be given instruction to create your own style
wine bottle bag, Star of Hope, Hot mat and table
runner.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK

A21015 11/13

M

3:00 pm-6:00 pm

WEARABLES

FABULOUS FAUX FUR VEST Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Fashion is going wild for Faux Fur Vests. From
luscious leopard, mink, Mongolian lamb, fox or
seal this luxurious faux fur are as plush as the
real deal. Vests in uncomplicated silhouettes,
fully lined, with or without front zipper, hood,
and are an elegant accessory guaranteed to perk
up any wardrobe. When sewing luxurious fabrics
knowing the right techniques makes sewing with
faux fur fun and surprisingly easy. In making
a faux fur vest you will learn these simple
techniques that can be applied to any fur
project.
SUPPLY LIST. 4 sessions. $169
RK

A21068 11/13-12/4

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

RK

A21331 2/5-2/26

M

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

WORKING WITH MUD CLOTH NEW Sharon Tindall
learn how to construct a timeless, classic mud
cloth jacket for yourself or a friend. You will
learn how mud cloth is made, where it come
from and the meaning behind the symbols coded
in the fabric. For this class, I've chosen two
easy to sew, loose fitting patterns: McCalls 7132
and Simplicity 1318.
SUPPLY LIST. 4 sessions. $169
RK

A21371 1/22-2/19

M

1:00 pm-2:30 pm

(n/c 02/12)

EMBROIDERY MACHINES AND SOFTWA
SEWING MACHINE STILL IN BOX Helen De Roo NEW
Have you recently acquired a new sewing machine
but are intimidated about using it? Set your fear
aside when you bring your machine to class, open
the box and learn what your new "toy" can do for
you. You will learn how to thread it, adjust
stitch widths and lengths, use various presser
feet and built-in stitches. There might even be
some surprises that your manual doesn't tell you
about. Be certain to bring your manual. Kit will
include (Felt squares for practice, a spool of
thread, a sharpie for labeling, a button and a
folder)
Kit Fee $5. 1 session. $59
RK

A21004 11/19

SU

11:30 am-2:30 pm

RK

A21284 1/20

SA

10:30 am-1:30 pm

RK

A21287 2/25

SU

11:15 am-2:15 pm

RK

A21288 2/25

SU

2:30 pm-5:30 pm

SERGERS
SERGER KNOW-HOW NEW
Did you receive a serger as a gift for the
Holidays? If you are having trouble threading
your serger, this class will help you. All the
basic aspects of serging will be covered including
three stitches and some techniques. More will be
covered depending on time and your machine.
Items needed: foot pedal, needles, all accessories
hex wrench (if your needles are removed by it).
If your machine is not new, it needs to be in
working order.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK

A21084 11/12

SU

11:30 am-2:30 pm

RK

A21085 12/10

SU

11:30 am-2:30 pm

WINTER HOLIDAY CAMP G STREET FABRICS
TEEN II - GETTING STARTED Helen De Roo
Put the machine to work
making a great looking
casual jacket. Students will learn to
work with midweight fabrics or polar
fleece and a separating zipper. Recommended for
students who have taken Teen I or beginning
sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A20991 12/26-12/28

TU-TH 10:15 am-2:15 pm

TEEN I - GETTING STARTED AGES 13-19 Mercine Bovery NEW
Even complete novices will complete something
for their room, something for their stuff and
something to wear
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A20990 12/26-12/28

TU-TH 10:15 am-2:15 pm

TEEN III AGES 13-19 YRS Trina Rabovsky
Welcome to the new and improved Teen III
we have updated the projects. You can choose from
the Faux Leather back pack, the over the body bag
with matching pouch or the new and update tote
with matching smaller purses. Please stop by the
Education Department to see the wonderful samples

that are displayed for the new projects.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A20989 12/26-12/28

TU-TH 10:15 am-2:15 pm

TEEN IV ADVANCED AGES 13 TO 19 Ava Mendelson NEW
Select whatever you want to make,
with your teacher's approval. This course may be
taken as many times as you wish. Recommended
for students who have taken Teen I and Teen II
or have intermediate sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A20992 12/26-12/28

TU-TH 10:15 am-2:15 pm

TWEEN III: AGES 10 TO 13 Antoinette Lee NEW
In Tween III we will make at least 2 projects
A pillow with button decoration and a pair of
pajama pants. If time allows we will create a
third project.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A20987 12/26-12/28

TU-TH 10:15 am-2:15 pm

TWEEN II: AGE 10 TO 12 Antoinette Lee NEW
This class is the next step for students who are
10-12 years of age and who have completed Tween I
and wish to continue and advance their
sewing skills. They will be taught how to
put a zipper in a small project such as
a zippered bag and use the decorative
stitches on the Bernina machine.
A letter pillow project, where you can spell out
your name or initials, will also be completed.
Time permitting, a third project may be
incorporated. A supply list will be given
to the students.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A20986 12/26-12/28

TU-TH 10:15 am-2:15 pm

TWEEN I: AGES 10 TO 12 Antoinette Lee NEW
This class has been specially designed for
10-12 year olds who are ready to use the sewing
machine and create projects for themselves. They
will first be taught how to use the sewing machine
and all relevant terminology to the machine and
basic sewing notions. Next, they begin their
sewing adventure with a small project such as
a headband and then continue with larger projects
such as a pillow case and a draw string bag.
Each project reinforces the previous project's
sewing techniques and adds new skills and
challenges. There will be a supply list for
the class so each student can select
fabrics that appeal to them.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A20985 12/26-12/28

TU-TH 10:15 am-2:15 pm

SPRING CAMP G STREET FABRICS
TEEN IV - ADVANCED AGES 13-19 Ava Mendelson
Select whatever you want to make,
with your teacher's approval. This course may be
taken as many times as you wish. Recommended
for students who have taken Teen I and Teen II
or have intermediate sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A21214 3/27-3/29

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

TEEN 1 - GETTING STARTED AGES 13-19 Helen De Roo
Even complete novices will complete something
for their room, something for their "stuff" and
something to wear.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A21211 3/27-3/29

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

TEEN II - GETTING BETTER AGES 13-19
Put the machine to work making a great
looking skirt. Students will learn darts, zippers
and simple fitting with a commercial pattern.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A21212 3/27-3/29

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

TEEN III - YOU CAN DO IT AGES 13-19
Welcome to the new and improved Teen III
we have updated the projects. You can choose from
the Faux Leather back pack, the over the body bag
with matching pouch or the new and update tote
with matching smaller purses. Please stop by the
Education Department to see the wonderful samples
that are displayed for the new projects.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A21213 3/27-3/29

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

TWEEN I - AGES 10-12 NEW
This class has been specially designed for
10-12 year olds who are ready to use the sewing
machine and create projects for themselves. They
will first be taught how to use the sewing machine
and all relevant terminology to the machine and
basic sewing notions. Next, they begin their
sewing adventure with a small project such as
a headband and then continue with larger projects
such as a pillow case and a draw string bag.
Each project reinforces the previous project's
sewing techniques and adds new skills and
challenges. There will be a supply list for
the class so each student can select
fabrics that appeal to them.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149

RK

A21207 3/27-3/29

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

TWEEN II - AGES 10-12 NEW
This class is the next step for students ages
10-12 who have completed Tween I
and who wish to continue and advance their
sewing skills. They will be taught how to
put in a zipper in a small project such as
a zippered bag and use the decorative
stitches on the Bernina machine.
A letter pillow project, where you can spell out
your name or initials, will also be completed.
Time permitting, a third project may be
incorporated. A supply list will be given
to the students.
3 sessions. $149
RK

A21208 3/27-3/29

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

TWEEN III AGES:10 TO 12 NEW
In Tween III we will make at least 2 projects
A pillow with button decoration and a pair of
pajama pants. If time allows we will create a
third project.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A21209 3/27-3/29

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

TWEEN IV AGES 10-12 YRS NEW
Welcome to Tween IV. In this class you will have
your choice of making one of many projects such
as a skirt, tops with zippers. You can also
choose your own pattern with the approval of the
instructor or the education department. The
pattern should have "easy" or "simple" written
on the outside of the pattern envelope.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $149
RK

A20988 12/26-12/28

TU-TH 10:15 am-2:15 pm

RK

A21210 3/27-3/29

TU-TH 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Mercine Bovery

KIDS AND TEENS
TEEN III - AGES 13-19 Trina Rabovsky
SELECT WHATEVER YOU WANT TO MAKE,
with your teacher's okay. This course may
be taken as many times as you wish.
Recommended for students who
have taken Teen I and Teen II or
have intermediate sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. Kit Fee $15. 6 sessions. $149
RK

A21272 1/10-2/21

W

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

(n/c 02/14)
TEEN I - GETTING STARTED AGES 13-19

Even complete novices will
complete something for
their room, something for
their stuff and something
to wear.
SUPPLY LIST. 6 sessions. $149
RK

A21148 1/8-2/26

M

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

TH

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

Trina Rabovsky

(n/c 01/15)
(n/c 02/19)
RK

A21277 4/26-5/31

TEEN II - GETTING BETTER AGES 13-19
Put the machine to work making a
great looking skirt and top. Students
will learn to work with a zipper application and
a creative top. Must have taken Teen I or have
basic sewing skills.
SUPPLY LIST. 6 sessions. $149
RK

A21373 2/16-3/23

F

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

SEW FUN - AGES 8-12 Charlotte Goodman Hansen
Students will learn basic sewing machine
operation and complete one or two easy, fun
projects.
Kit Fee $5. 1 session. $59
RK

A21077 11/12

SU

11:15 am-2:15 pm

RK

A21335 1/20

SA

10:30 am-1:30 pm

RK

A21337 2/11

SU

11:15 am-2:15 pm

RK

A21340 4/14

SA

10:30 am-1:30 pm

BEYOND THE PATTERN Ava Mendelson NEW
This class is intended for Teens with intermediate
sewing skills. Meaning that you have taken all
the Teen level classes/camps including Sew as you
go and High School Fashion Runway. You will be able
to start with a basic pattern and make design
changes to your pattern based on your level and
creativity. Change the neckline, hemline, sleeves
whatever you choose. It's your design and
imagination!
6 sessions. $149
RK

A21255 1/11-2/22

TH

4:00 pm-6:00 pm

TH

4:00 pm-6:00 pm

TH

4:00 pm-6:00 pm

(n/c 02/15)
RK

A21256 3/8-4/19
(n/c 03/29)

RK

A21257 4/26-5/31

SEW FUN II - AGES 8-12 Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Build on the skills learned in Sew Fun. Students
will learn to sew circles and embellishments in
their projects. Prerequisite: Must have taken

Sally Daniel

the Sew Fun class twice.
Kit Fee $5. 1 session. $59
RK

A21078 11/12

SU

2:30 pm-5:30 pm

RK

A21338 2/11

SU

2:30 pm-5:30 pm

SEW FUN 3-FRINGE TOTE BAG Charlotte Goodman Hansen NEW
Learn to make a tote bag with fringe from a
recycled knit t-shirt. You will learn fabric
cutting techniques and how to use the
zigzag stitch to create a new tote bag
all in one class. Requirements: Must
have taken two (2) Sew Fun classes and one (1)
Sew Fun 2 class.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $59
RK

A21341 4/14

SA

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

SEW WHAT? Ava Mendelson NEW
This class is designed for Teens who have
sewing experience and/or have taken the Teen
series classes such as Teen I, II III and/or IV.
You will be able to pick your own project
according to your sewing skills. Select your
pattern and the fabric that you like and come
to class ready to sew! This class is about
individual choices and creativity.
6 sessions. $149
RK

A21252 1/10-2/21

RK

A21253 2/28-4/11

W

4:00 pm-6:00 pm

W

4:00 pm-6:00 pm

W

4:00 pm-6:00 pm

(n/c 02/14)

(n/c 03/28)
RK

A21254 4/18-5/23

TEEN IV - ADVANCED NEW
Select whatever you want to make,
with your teacher's approval. This course maybe
taken as many times as you wish. Recommended
for students who have taken Teen I and Teen II
or have intermediate sewing skills.
6, 8 sessions. $149
RK

A21282 2/5-3/26

M

4:00 pm-5:30 pm

Helen De Roo

RK

A21273 2/28-4/11

W

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

Trina Rabovsky

(n/c 03/28)
TWEEN III: AGES 10 TO 12 Trina Rabovsky NEW
In Tween III we will make at least 2 projects
A pillow with a button decoration and a pair of
pajama pants. If time allows we will create a
third project.
6 sessions. $149
RK

A21275 1/11-2/22
(n/c 02/15)

TH

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

TWEEN II:AGES 10 TO 12 NEW
This class is the next step for students ages
10-12 who have completed Tween I
and who wish to continue and advance their
sewing skills. They will be taught how to
put in a zipper in a small project such as
a zippered bag and use the decorative
stitches on the Bernina machine.
A letter pillow project, where you can spell out
your name or initials, will also be completed.
Time permitting, a third project may be
incorporated. A supply list will be given
to the students.
SUPPLY LIST. 6 sessions. $149
RK

A21372 2/16-3/23

F

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

Sally Daniel

TWEEN IV AGES 10-12 YEARS Trina Rabovsky NEW
Welcome to Tween IV. In this class you will have
your choice of making one of many projects such
as a skirt, tops with zippers. You can also
choose your own pattern with the approval of the
instructor or the education department. The
pattern should have "easy" or "simple" written
on the outside of the pattern envelope.
SUPPLY LIST. 6 sessions. $149
RK

A21276 3/8-4/19

TH

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

(n/c 03/29)
TWEEN I:AGES 10 TO 12 Trina Rabovsky NEW
This class has been specially designed for
10-12 year olds who are ready to use the sewing
machine and create projects for themselves. They
will first be taught how to use the sewing machine
and all relevant terminology to the machine and
basic sewing notions. Next, they begin their
sewing adventure with a small project such as
a headband and then continue with larger projects
such as a pillow case and a draw string bag.
Each project reinforces the previous project's
sewing techniques and adds new skills and
challenges. There will be a supply list for
the class so each student can select
fabrics that appeal to them.
SUPPLY LIST. 6 sessions. $149
RK

A21274 4/18-5/23

W

4:30 pm-6:30 pm

QUILTING

MODERN QUILTMAKING 101 Nancy Feve NEW
As long as you are comfortable
operating a sewing machine, you can make
a beautiful quilt about 40" by 50",
suitable for crib, lap or wall. You will learn
accurate and modern methods of rotary
cutting, strip piecing, layout,
border application, spray basting, machine
quilting and binding. This class will use
sewing machines. We will not be using templates
or doing any hand stitching. Homework may be
required between classes.
SUPPLY LIST. 2 sessions. $169
RK

A21055 12/3-12/10

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

RK

A21353 3/18-3/25

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

EASY KALEIDOSCOPE PINWHEELS Nancy Feve
A fun new way to make an intricately patterned
quilt from only two fabrics and no templates. All
you need is a ruler, rotary cutter and mat. Stack
eight layers, cut strips and you are off on a
journey of discovery. Every block is a new
surprise.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21057 12/9

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

PIECES OF EIGHT Nancy Feve
The most exciting kaleidoscope
pattern to date! Work with
colorful octagons cornered with
kaleido-squares to create an
unbroken swath of intense
abstract design, all
from one (unrecognizable) big
print.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21344 1/7

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

RK

A21355 4/8

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

DIAMOND RADIANCE Nancy Feve NEW
A one-patch traditional sunburst pattern,
modernized with quick rotary-cutting
techniques and no inset seams.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21348 2/11

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

IN THE FRAME Nancy Feve NEW
Use scraps, solids or prints, batiks or
coordinated collections for this
interesting assemblage of concentric
rectangles turned this way and that.
The quilt can be any size you decide on;
the fun is choosing which three fabrics

should be combined in each 6"X12" block,
all made from strips either 2.5 or 1.5 inches
wide by no more than 8.5" long
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21054 11/18

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

RK

A21354 3/17

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

LINKS OF LOVE Nancy Feve NEW
Make as many individual links as you like for
whatever size quilt or table runner you want
to make, then the design fun begins as you
decide on your layout. All you need are forty
2.5" strips and a couple of yards of contrasting
fabric for background
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21349 2/25

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

MAYPOLE WEAVE Nancy Feve NEW
This is a great use of a jelly roll but you can
also use your own 2.5" strips. The large blocks
made a bold modern statement, but any style
fabric can be used. Triangles cut from strip
sets wind around an octagon base for a fresh look.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21345 1/28

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

MYSTERY CHALLENGE QUILT Nancy Feve NEW
Come and piece a quilt top 40.5x54 inches made
from twelve straight or fat quarters and cut
before class. The challenge is combining the
colors into twelve different groups of five. This
is a great exercise in stretching your color
comfort zone and finding new and unexpected
combinations you like. No two fabrics touch one
another twice! Be prepared to experiment and
both give and receive opinions.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21357 4/7

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

OPEN STUDIO / UNFINISH QUILTS Nancy Feve NEW
Do you have an unfinished quilt that

you need help to complete? Bring an
unfinished quilt, drafting challenge or an
idea for a new quilt and let an expert teacher
help you find solutions.
SUPPLY LIST. 5 sessions. $169
RK

A21196 12/4-1/15

M

10:30 am-1:00 pm

(n/c 12/25)
(n/c 01/01)
RK

A21361 1/22-2/19

M

10:30 am-1:00 pm

RK

A21362 2/26-4/9

M

10:30 am-1:00 pm

M

10:30 am-1:00 pm

(n/c 03/26)
(n/c 04/02)
RK

A21363 4/16-5/14

QUICK AND EASY MODERN QUILT Nancy Feve NEW
With only twenty 2.5" strips and two yards of
background, create a crisp, contemporary,
asymmetrical 52"X65" throw. If you come to class
with all your pieces already cut you can likely
finish the top in a day.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21347 1/27

SA

10:30 am-5:00 am

QUILTING FOR THE BEGINNER OR NOVICE NEW Sharon Tindall
Learn or re-learn modern quilting techniques from
a master quilter. These techniques include fabric
selection, rotary cutting, quilt pattern placement
and much more. During this class you will select
up to three (3) blocks for your first project, a
quilted wall hanging or crib size quilt. A
required supply list will be given out during
the first day of class.
SUPPLY LIST. 6 sessions. $169
RK

A21370 1/22-3/19

M

10:30 am-12:30 pm

(n/c 02/12)
(n/c 02/26)
(n/c 03/12)
SPARKLY SQUARES Nancy Feve NEW
This scrappy quilt uses lights and darks to
develop a square. Themes such as floral or plaid
can be fun. Learn a fast piecing technique to use
with fat quarters or larger pieces. The basic
unit is a half square triangle.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21346 1/13

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

SPECIAL DELIVERY Nancy Feve NEW
This quilt consists of traditionally pieced
envelopes with contrasting liners and can be
made any size with any spacing. You can even

make some with a real pocket to put something
special inside.
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21053 11/19

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

RK

A21358 4/21

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

STRATA QUILT Antoinette Lee NEW
What are Stratas? Stack squares against the
softness of the backgrounds colors is the simple
elements in this contemporary quilt. This strong
geometric design is sure to please you and your
guests. Strata are panels of various width
fabric strips sewn together in a random manner
each strip varies from 1' to 2 1/4". You will be
using fat quarters that are either 18" or 21" long
4 sessions. $169
RK

A21157 1/10-1/31

W

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

SUNSHINE QUILT Antoinette Lee NEW
Create a Bright Sunny Quilt in fun colors to
decorate your wall! This quilt is easy and quick
to make using brightly colored Batiks.
4 sessions. $169
RK

A21158 2/7

W

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

2/14

W

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

2/21

W

5:45 pm-5:45 pm

2/28

W

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

VALUE-ADDED QUILT Nancy Feve NEW
This quilt is all plus signs! Five squares make a
whole one, with partials on the edges to fill in.
The squares can be any size you like as long as
they are all the same. You can use charm packs,
fat eighths, scraps or yardage as long as there
are lots of colors. Make it as big or as small as
you like!
SUPPLY LIST. 1 session. $89
RK

A21352 3/4

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

WONKY ROSE Nancy Feve NEW
Modern Crazy piece a wonky flower without any
paper to have to remove later. This technique can
be used for many other forms with no rules or
precise measurements. The flower can be
positioned anywhere on the background for any size
you choose.
1 session. $89
RK

A21056 12/17

SU

11:15 am-5:45 pm

RK

A21350 2/3

SA

10:30 am-5:00 pm

HOME DECORATING
Learn the basic sewing skills and fabric knowledge
you need to make pillows, a table runner
and if time permits, a simple
valance.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $169
RK

A21187 2/7-2/21

W

10:30 am-2:30 pm

Antoinette Lee

REUPHOLSTERY Michael Bahremand
Students will bring a chair of their choice to
class and reupholster it. Some sewing is involved
in the majority of chairs brought in. A supply
list will be handed out on the first day of class.
Our apologies, no storage facilities are available
SUPPLY LIST. 6, 8 sessions. $299
RK

A20920 11/12-1/7

SU

11:30 am-3:30 pm

(n/c 11/26)
(n/c 12/24)
(n/c 12/31)
RK

A20916 12/13-1/17

W

10:30 am-2:30 pm

RK

A21246 1/24-2/28

W

10:30 am-2:30 pm

RK

A21249 1/27-3/17

SA

10:30 am-1:30 pm

RK

A21250 1/27-3/17

SA

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

RK

A21247 3/7-4/18

W

10:30 am-2:30 pm

(n/c 03/28)
RK

A21251 4/8-5/13

SU

11:30 am-3:30 pm

RK

A21248 4/25-5/30

W

10:30 am-2:30 pm

CATHEDRAL WINDOW PILLOW Antoinette Lee NEW
One of the most beautifully styled quilt
patterns. It looks complicated but with
my guidance you will rock!
Sewing knowledge necessary.
SUPPLY LIST. 3 sessions. $169
RK

A21186 1/10-1/24

W

10:30 am-2:30 pm

CATHEDRAL WINDOW WALL HANGING Antoinette Lee NEW
In this class I will show you a different way
to make this quilt pattern unlike the pillow
version. Vintage, Modern or traditional prints
work great. Sewing knowledge necessary.
SUPPLY LIST. 4 sessions. $169
RK

A21159 3/7-3/28

W

5:45 pm-8:45 pm

THE BUSINESS SIDE OF FASHION
LOVE TO SEW?...WANT TO TEACH? Helen De Roo

You love sewing and want to teach your skills to
others but you don't know where to start. This
class is designed for you! The instructor, an
experienced teacher, will guide you through
identifying goals, breaking down large tasks into
teachable units, sequencing and managing time.
Participants will leave with a completed lesson
plan, so bring a notepad and pen. If time
allows we will practice short demonstration
lessons. Students are encouraged to bring their
own ideas for an original class.
1 session. $59
RK

A21005 11/19

SU

2:45 pm-5:45 pm

RK

A21285 1/20

SA

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

FREE IN STORE CLUBS
DOLL CLUB - FREE
Come and join the G Street Fabrics Doll Club
when they meet on the following dates in the
Rockville store. All are welcome, no charge and
no need to register.
1 session. $0
RK

A20740 12/20

W

10:00 am-2:00 pm

QUILT CLUB- FREE
Attention Quilters and
Fiber Artists! Join other fabric-lovers
at our free monthly Quilt
Club. Enjoy Guest Speakers,
Project Show-and-Tell,
Refreshments, Door Prizes and
Discount Shopping!
1 session. $0
RK

A20609 11/9

TH

11:00 am-12:00 pm

RK

A20610 12/14

TH

11:00 am-12:00 pm

RK

A21458 1/18

TH

11:00 am-12:00 pm

RK

A21459 2/8

TH

11:00 am-12:00 pm

RK

A21460 3/8

TH

11:00 am-12:00 pm

RK

A21461 4/12

TH

11:00 am-12:00 pm

CAPITOL AREAS THIMBLERS NEW
RK

A20733 11/30

TH

10:00 am-1:00 pm

AMERICAN SEWING GUILD NEW
Share tips and refine your skills with fellow
sewing enthusiasts. An ASG organizational meeting
is also held at the end of the session.
1 session. $0
RK

A20974 11/19

SU

2:00 pm-5:00 pm

RK

A21262 1/3

W

10:30 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21452 1/21

SU

2:00 pm-4:00 pm

RK

A21263 2/7

W

10:30 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21453 2/18

SU

2:00 pm-4:00 pm

RK

A21264 3/7

W

10:30 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21455 3/18

SU

2:00 pm-4:00 pm

RK

A21265 4/4

W

10:30 am-2:00 pm

RK

A21456 4/15

SU

2:00 pm-4:00 pm

